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and not the classical standard; and as such the irregularity of fea 
ture, the accidental effects of form in hair and dress, and the re 
alism of irregular faces, gave much charm to most of these portrait 
bas-reliefs. The artists were either very earnest, or they Icnew so 

well how to take advantage of accidental points, that, though they 
perhaps had no more experience than the painters of the exhibi 
tion, their Nvorks seemed generally more complete and artistic. 

S. N. CARTER. 

THE ACADEMY EXHIBITION. 

.-- = ,- HE fifty-fourth exhibition of the Academy of De 
sign opened April Ist, with about six hundred 

i paintings. The pictures of merit are nearly 
_ _ 

| w equally 
scattered through the various rooms and 

te corridor ; and, but that the broken light in 

the corridor neutralises the effect of some very 
good paintings, hardly any choice can be made 

between one section and another. In former years, the hanging 
committee consigned what they considered the worst specimens of 
work to the sky-line, but this season the positions of the different 
works of Art are very much mixed up, and good paintings are seen 
very high on the walls, and undoubtedly poor ones on the " line." 

Mr. Huntington is represented by two characteristic works, the 
portraits of a lady and of Bishop Williams. The former is a pleas 
ing and ambitious effort in its general effect, and has a good quality 
of colour. But it is defective in modelling, an(d lacks solidity and 
firmness of drawing. The latter is in every respect the more satis 
factory work of the two. Near to it is a very vigorous full-length 
likeness of Dr. Brinton by Eakins. The pose is natural and effec 
tive, and it is in every respect a more favourable example of this 
artist's abilities than his much-talked-of composition representing 
a dissecting-room. It is cause for regret that this able artist does 
not aclopt a less smoky scheme of colours. 

Mrs. Henry Peters Gray contributes a portrait painted with good 
effect on a plaque, fairly representing the excellence already 
achieved in America in this department. Mrs. Loop is repre 
sented by several very pleasing portraits, good in texture and 
colour, including the idyllic picture of a child among the daisies. 

Mr. Loop's fanciful composition, called ' Echo,' suggests a painting 
of the same by Cabanel. 

The venerable Academician, Robert L. Weir, it seems continues 
to wield the brush, and has several pleasing, carefully drawn paint 
ings here, of which the one entitled ' Christ on his way to Emmaus' 

was painted this year. 
Mr. G. H. Story sends a portrait that is characterised by fresh 

ness of treatIment, giving a strong impression of nature. J. Alden 
Weir has a portrait of a young lady which has more life and ex 
pression than we see in many of his faces. The difficulty with 
many of the new men, as they are called, is not that they do not 
know how to use colour, that they are deficient in the technical 
requirements of Art, but that they rest their efforts there. Either 
because they lack the intellectual perception and strength to pene 
trate to the soul and read the character of which flesh and bones 
are only the clothing, or because they think surface is sufficient, 
the fact remains that in too many of these cleverly painted heads 
of the Paris and Munich School of American Art we see no cha 
racter, no force, beyond the cleverness of the fechntique. Such, for 
example, is something the case with the painting entitled 'The 
Coquette,' by the generally clever artist \Villiam M1. Chase. The 
face is well enough paintecl. Texture, and colour, and form, are 
all there, and yet there is something wanting. For a coquette 
who breaks hearts, and drags love-smitten swains at her chariot 
wheels, by the mere force of her fascinations, she is strangely lack 
ing in animation. She does not look very dangerous. The fan 
she holds in her hand, by-the-way, which is the key to the story, is 
a Japanese paper fan, such as wve have seen by the million the last 
fev years. But she is dressed in the quaint garb of quite twvo cen 
turies ago, when it may well be questioned whether such a thing 
as a Japanese paper fan was known in Christenclom. Porter, of 
Boston, has never been better represented at the Academy than 
by his portrait of a lady in the South Room. In the same gallery 
are two ambitious full-length portraits by Beckwith, which are full 
of promise. The one of a lady in a red robe is the most striking 

of the two; they both, however, have the defect of appearing to be 
cut out and set on the canvas. An artist of so much merit can 
easily overcome this defect. Duveneck, on the other hand, in his 
portrait of a gentleman in old-time costume, has fallen into the op 
posite extreme. The sombre figure so melts into the dark back 
grouncl as to be nearly lost, while the face is by comparison so 
distinct as to look like a spot. Undoubte(dly there is great rich 
ness in this style, if not carried to excess. But it should be remem 
bered that neither Velasquez nor Rembrandt painted his works 
in the low tone in which we now see them, while the features have 

mellowed as well as the figure and background, and thus the whole 
is in harmony. 

The position of honour in the main room has been accorded 
to a very interesting work by McEntee, 'Clouds' (No. 336), in 

which billows of grey mist and cloud roll low over a great stretch 
of brown moorland. For some years "simple subjects 

" 1' simply 
treated " have been the ambition of many of the best native and 
foreign artists, and it is very well worth while to observe how vari 
ous artists have conceived their subjects. In some pictures we 
confess to have found that the imagination of the painter hatl been 
very empty, and the mere subject stated all there was to tell. But 
in this McEntee, though there are only two ostensible facts of 
clouds and moorland, the artist has dwelt on his theme as a musi 
cian in a symphony dwells on the simple airs that pervade it; and 
clouds with McEntee mean vapour at different heights saturated 

with light, or dim with density, across which the wind drives the 
small, low scud, and the piles of cumulus cloud spread far off 
across the land, gaining new space with each varied form. The 
brown, dreary land, which would be as desolate as a scene in 
Dante, with its barren expanse, is softened in its rugged features 
by the exquisite tints of colour, that transfigure the brown herbage, 
and by streaks of light, which show that 

"Though he's hidden, still the sun is shining." 

Hanging by this picture is George Fuller's ' A Roinany Girl' 
(No. 335), a beautifully-toned, brown study of a gipsy, which is 
charming, with its graceful, half-shy face and figure, its dark, 
rich colours, and its half-realistic, half-poetical rendering. ' And 
she was a Witch ' (No. 43I), by the same artist, is a scene in a 

dim wood. There are many trees, but between their trunks little 
glimpses of sunshine appear on grassy banks and green under 
growth. The dimness of the wood is pervaded by a soft, hazy 
light, and a graceful girl knocking at a cottage-door, which is em 
bowered in the trees, and a few figures that appear in the distance 
through the foliage, recall curiously to mind Rosalinzd and Celia in 
the Forest of Arden, where, in Shakespeare's "As you like it," the 

two heroines wander in the weird wood. The general hue of this 
picture is a yellow, misty green, and at first seems very peculiar; 
but, as the eye becomes accustomed to it, and penetrates into its 
recesses, this misty hue is recognised as a vital part of the painting. 

A picture by Winslow Homer, ' Upland-Cotton' (No. 393), a 
scene on a Southern plantation, is a remarkable penetration of 
Japanese thought into American expression. The cotton-plants 
are straggling across a footpath, in which are two negro women, 
with their heavy, Oriental figures clad in strong, rich colours. 
One woman stands upright, Nvith her turbaned head swung back, 
outlined against a thin, hot sky. The other woman is stoop 
ing over and gathering the cotton-pocls, and her rounded back 
seems to bear the burden of all the toil of her race. Down close 

into the foreground of the canvas the cotton-plant is painted, and 
for crispness and delicacy of drawing, and in the variously de 
veloped cotton-pods, from where the wool hangs out of the dry 
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pod, to the half-opened and still unclosed buds, each pod is paint 
ed as if doing it was all the artist had ever cared for. The picture 
is a superb piece of decoration, with its deep, queer colours like 
the Japanese dull greens, dim reds, and strange, neutral blues and 
pinks. Japanese Art is not gorgeous, like the Turkish and Per 
sian, but its peculiar and artistic subtlety has been assimlilated 
precisely by Mr. Homer. This picture seems to us original and 
important as an example of new thought. Another work of this 
artist, ' Sundown' (No. 347), is a girl on the seashore, which is 

much more strong in effect than this one, and is painted with a 
very great range in the scale of colour and light and shade. Per 
haps many of our readers will have observed the violent effect 
of sunset from the seashore, when, against a bank of dark clouds, 
which dims into an indigo-colour the long line of the ocean, 
out of the darkness, like magic, sails and near objects on the 
seashore start into life-when the glancing beams of the setting 
sun strike upon them, and sails of ships near and distant, and 
bits of rock and any stray figure wandering on the beach, appear 
as if transfigured. This sudden and fierce glow has the splendour 
of a stage effect under calcium-light, but it is, nevertheless, a true 
effect of one of the phases of Nature. Such a moment as this is 
that which Mr. Homer has caught and fixed upon his canvas, and 
out of the dark, indigo sea and sky, cold wvith the breeze of the 
nearing night, a ship, with its sails set, the curling, white crests of 
the great rollers breaking on the beach, and a solitary woman 
holding a sea-shell in her hand, shine with lurid brightness as a 
last sunbeam touches them. 'The Shepherdess of Houghton 
Farm,' by Mr. Homer, is a charming idyll, full of sentiment and 
delicate beauty. 

George Inness has several landscapes, the largest being ' The 
Old-Time Sketching-Ground, North Conway' (No. 360). The 
scene is a spring day in North Conway, with the great range of 

Mount Washington standing off in a distance, the peaks of which 
are clad in snow, which fills the ridges of the mountain-side quite 
far down towards the valley. The flush of colour in the middle 
distance is really exquisite; but the mountains tower to an incon 
ceivable height, and the foreground tree-forms are forced into 
strange and impossible shapes. Inness always has great poetical 
feeling in what he paints, and the sense of freshness is never lack 
ing to any canvas of his. 

James M. Hart (No. 335) shows a large canvas with a herd of 

cattle in a countrv-road, which is overshadowed by trees, and with 
a fine landscape. The landscape itself would make an attractive 
picture, and here it is combined with many cows and bulls, the 
foremost of whom are spirited and full of motion as they push one 
another along with heads upon each other's backs and horns thrown 
up; while a dog in the foreground barks, and scares along the 
struggling herd. It is unfortunately somewhat hard in feeling. A 
large painting by Thomas Moran, I Ponce de Leon in Florida' 
(No. 317), is the most ambitious landscape in the exhibition. 

There is shown a vast deal of earnest work and high purpose, and, 
if the result is not wholly satisfactory, much must be conceded to 
the difficulties of the plan. 

No. 329, by Wyant, a landscape with a strong oak-tree in the 
foreground, and a soft sky above a far-reaching space of meadow 
and distance, is an admirable specimen of the artist's work; and 
'Sundown' (34I), by Robert C. Minor, has great beauty, atmo 
sphere, and poetic feeling. 

A most delightful little painting by J. S. Sargent (No. 43I), ' Nea 
politan Children bathing,' is an imitation, or, perhaps we should 
say, an adaptation, from some of the Spanish-Roman work. Three 
or four naked little boys, with big heads and legs slender, and 
bodies thin, are playing on the seashore with great transparent 
balls, very likely sunfish. The colour of this little painting is 

most exquisite as a palette of tints, with its azure sea, its white 
waves-as white and soft as down-combined with the lovely flesh 
tints of the children; while the light colour which nearly every 

where fills the canvas is balanced and contrasted with almost 
positively purple, dark shadows under the little, soft boclies of the 
young boys who sprawl upon the sand, joyously and comically 
playing together. 

George H. Smillie exhibits a group-' A Goat-Pasture ' (No. 389) 
-of dark cedar-trees perched on the top of a bare rocky bit of 

pasture-land, across whose scant, thin herbage a footpath is worn 
down to the granite structure of the hill which the vegetation 

scarcely covers anywhere. There is a grim strength in this mass 
of touglh evergreens, clinging close together to resist storm and 
wind; and their black branches stretch out against a white sky, 
cold and hard as the earth in which the trees are rooted. 

James D. Smillie has two excellent landscapes, ancd ' Up the 
Hill' (No. I86) is somewhat of the same character as his brother's 

' Goat-Pasture.' In ' Up the Hill,' the spectator sees dark cedars 
against a pale sky, while delicate shadows rest upon the snow 
covered road vhich leads to the hilltop. This painting is much 
stronger and more simple in its treatment, both of subject and 
colour, than most of the artist's former work. It is much less 
broken up vith detached details, but the quality of the trees and 
the tender texture of the sky are felt and rendered very charmingly. 

R. Swain Gifford has four l)ictures, and the unity of each one is 
very excellent, both in its harmony of colour and the agreeableness 
of the light and shadow. The pictures are all of New England 
coast scenery, and gnarled trees silhouetted against grey, vaporous 
skies, old hay-carts with quiet oxen, and hay-cocks stacked by rail 
fences, and near the old trees of an orchard, show howv sincer'ely 
the artist's fancy loves to dwell upon these picturesque and char 
acteristic phases of New England life. In ' Near the Farmhouse' 
(No. 459) we think Mr. Gifford has introduced qualities not be 
fore seen in his paintings. Across the middle of the grey slky he 
produced, by some new texture or handling, a wonderfully delicate 
and lovely effect of tender distance; and into the near foreground 
he has brought down the glowing luminousness we have always 
admired in his middle distance, but have never before seen carried 
out so well throughout the picture. 

' The Yellow Carn of Cornwall' (No. 235), by W. T. Richards, 
has all that close pre-Raphaelite fidelity that marks his paintings. 
' Lake Nemi' (No. 490), by J. F. Cropsey, exhibits that munifi 

cence of colour that this artist is so fond of. His paintings, 
which are alwvays well composed, and have many technical excel 
lences, would be more satisfactory if executed in a lower tone. 
Sanford Gifford's 'Seashore' (No. 230) exhibits that marvellous 
and exquisite atmospheric effect which ve find in all his paintings. 
The distance melts into a haze of indescribable softness and ten 
derness. 

'On the Old Sod' (No. 380), by William McGrath, is a very 
harmonious study, in browns, of the figure of an old farmer in his 
bent hat and weather-beaten clothes. He is standing with his 
back towards the spectator, and watching his sheep and geese. 
One of the most excellent pieces of painting, as it is certainly 
one of the most popular subjects in the exhibition, is Mr. Guy's 
' Bedtime Story' (No. 242). A thorough picture of child-life, we 
think nobody but a father could have made such a painting as this. 
For here appear, in their small bed, two baby children, some four 
or five years old, cuddled up close together, and with their little 
brown heads sticking up beyond the heavy white counterpane, 
wvhich their own movements and those of their big sister have 
pushed partly down upon the floor. At the foot of the bed sits 
the older sister, a girl of ten or twelve years, and she is telling them 
a story out of a book, which she holds in her hand. The nice, 
bright girl, in her brovn frock and neat hair, is just such a child as 

one sees and likes to see every day, and nobody fond of children 
can help sympathising with and loving the wide-eyed little ones, 
who listen eagerly to the tale which is being told. 

Arthur Quartley exhibits five pictures. Each year his work im 
proves, both in quality of colour and artistic touch. There was a 
time when his paintings were spotted and crude, but nearly every 
canvas we see of his has gained in unity of treatment, and the light 

upon the water, and the pleasant coloured boats and vessels, always 

make his pictures cheerful as companions in a parlour or library. 

Samuel Colman has this year two canvases, ancl one of them, 

'The Arab Caravansary,' is an Oriental scene painted in Mr. Col 

man's opalescent palette. Camels and turbaned men are ranged 

against an old wall, and to the side of them a gateway, with a 

horseshoe arch above it, affords a glimpse, through its old, worn, 
cream-colouredl stone, of an exquisite bit of landscape. 

Eastman Johnson's ' New England Pedlar' (No. 162) iS better 
than many of his recent gensre pictures. Not so important in 
size or subject as his ' Corn-Husking ' of a year or two ago, the 
two figures in it, the young girl and the old pedlar, form a charm 
ing group. One of the most agreeable pieces of colour, and with 
the best manipulation of the paint to be seen any^vhere, the girl is 
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delightful. Walter Shirlaw has some very fine studies of heads; 
and his 'Burgomaster' (No. I22) is as positive in its handling as 
that of an old master. Dielman's ' Newsboy' (No. 193) is as 
charming as one of Eastman Johnson's figures of children. 

James Muniney has a remarkably brilliant and vell-painted head 
of an old man (No. 159), which is almost Rembrandt-like in the 
variety of its planes of light and shadow, xvhich model so carefully 
the furrowved and heavy cheeks and the deeply-seamed features. 

The paint is also laid on the canvas wvith great precision, and per 
haps this picture may be truly regarded as the best head in the ex 
hibition. 

Mr. Schuchardt's ' Nydia '--Bulwer's heroine of " The Last Days 
of Pompeii "-is an excellent ideal of that beautiful character. 

Mr. Eddward Moran's ' Homeward' (No. 337), a picture of a Bre 
ton girl on the seashore, is a fresh thought from this artist's pen 
cil. The figure is wvell drawn, and has marked truth of motion. 
' After the Crucifixion ' (No. 367) by B. F. Reinhart, is a carefully 
studied painting that challenges by its subject severe comparison. 
It is wvell managed in grouping; the dead Christ has all the rigid 
ity but not the pallor of death, and a tint pervades the picture 

which is not altogether pleasant. But it shows earnest and strong 
Nwork. 

Among other painters wvho showv the result of new and good 
thought is Van Elten. ' New Milford, Connecticut' (No. 241), has a 
very brilliant treatment of a distant meadow and village, where the 
lights on the buildings and upon the trees sparkle in their contrasts 

with the heavy shadow which cuts them up crisply. 
Louis H. Tiffany has some very agreeable paintings in grey 

colours. One of them, ' Harvesting' (No. 255), shows the reapers 
on the edge of a grain-field, beyoncl which a row of apple-trees 

and old farm-buildings cuts against the silvery light of the sky. His 
picture ' By the Market-Wall' (No. 362) is also an interesting study 
of people and horses, and into the prevailing hue of grey Mr. Tif 
fany has worked very rich tints of colour in the dress of the men 
and the trappings of the horses. Yet he has kept these brilliant 
hues so small in quantity that at a short distance the)y blend into 
the neutral hue which dominates the painting. 

Of still-life there is less than usual in the present exhibition. 
'Flowers in a Japanese Vase,' and ' Peonies,' by Mr. La Farge, 

are renclered in the superb manner peculiar to an artist who in this 
department has almost created an art of his own. 

The sculpture and water-colours and studies in black-and-white 
occupy the library-room of the Academy, and are very few in 
number. ' The Bath,' by J. S. Hartley, is the largest and most 
important piece of sculpture, and represents a half-nude voman 
and her child. The face of the woman is a sweet one, and the 
general lines of the figures are graceful. Warner's busts are in 
his usual style of picturesque portraiture, and O'Donovan's like 
ness of R. Swain Gifford is treated Nvith the realistic fidelity which 
has lately given Mr. O'Donovan such a high reputation. Among 
the water-colour drawings, Muhrman's are in the same broad and 
brilliant style of those which he had in the Water-Colour Exhibition 
this last winter. 

On the whole, we think the exhibition of this year a successful 
one. It has no very marked or striking paintings like Shirlaw's 
' Sheep-Shearing ' two years since, and the best pictures are gene 
rally not in a brilliant scale of colour. But qualities of harmony 
in colour and composition, simplicity of subject combined with 
poetical feeling, and a general absence of meretricious effect, indi 
cate that our artists are working in a good direction. 

NOTES. 

THE SPENCER COLLECTION AND ITS PRICES.-The most 

important sale of paintings which has taken place in Newv York this 

season came off on Thursday, April 3rd, at the Clinton Hall sales-rooms. 

Among the buyers, connoisseurs, and dealers present wvere C. A. Waite, 

0. B. Munn, Marshall 0. Roberts, Schaus, Avery, Cohen, C. P. Hunting 

ton, Mr. Butler, of the Sixth Avenue Railway, and Hazeltine, of Pllila 

delphia. The collection was that formed by Mr. Albert Spencer. There 

were seventy-one pictures in the collection, and the sale realized a total 

of $82,430. The pictures that brought $i,ooo, or over, wvere as follows: 

G. Boldini's 'Les Parisiennes,' $2,IOO; G. Boldini's' Matador and Sweet 

heart,' $1,700; G. Boldini's 'The Garden Seat Empire,' $I,350; E. Bon 

Marche's 'Cows in a Pool,' $I,250; W. A. Bouguereau's 'The Violet,' 

$i,Ioo; A. Cabanel's 'Ophelia,' $I,I50; J. B. C. Corot's 'Landscape,' 

$I,375; T. Couture's 'Coming from the Fields,' $i,Ioo; A. De Neu 

ville's 'French Sharpshooters,' $I,I25 ; N. Diaz's 'Blindman's Buff,' 

$4,900: N. Diaz's 'Forest of Fontainebleau,' $2,300; N. Diaz's 'Plains 

of Barbizon,' $I,725 ; Jules Dupre's 'IMorning,' $I,125 ; Leon Escosura's 

'A Game of Chess,' $I,300; J. L. Gro6me's 'Keeper of the Hounds,' 

$6,ooo; Charles Jacques's 'Landscape and Sheep,' $i,650; C. F. Jalo 

bert's 'Romeo and Juliet,' $i,ooo; R. de Madrazo's 'The Butterflies,' 

$I,I50; R. de Madrazo's ' Entrance to a Spanish Church,' $5,350; J. 

L. E. Meissonier's 'A Republican Sentinel,' $2,IOO; J. L. E. Meis 

sonier's 'Cavalier, Time of Louis XIII.,' $2,000; Hugues Merle's 'OOnce 

upon a Time,' $2,200; J. F. Millet's 'SShepherdess of Barbizon,' $2,500; 

A. Pasini's 'Mosque of St. Sophia,' $2,500: M. D. Rico's 'New Char 

tres,' $I,025; Adolphe Schreyer's 'Winter Travel' (Russia), $4,500; 
Adolphe Schreyer's 'Arabs resting,' $2,500; Adolphe Schreyer's ' A 

Bulgarian Train,' $r,8oo; E. Van Murcke's 'Cattle in a Meadov,' 

$i,8oo; Otto Van Thoren's 'The Coming Storm,' $I,300; J. G. Vibert's 

'Composing a Sermon,' $I,500. 

THONIAS COUTURE.-Tlhis artist, who died in Paris on the 3ISt of 

Mlarch, in the sixty-fifth year of his age, was one of the leading painters 

of the century. He wvas a pupil of Gros and Delaroche, but by no 

means an imitator of them. Indeed, his principal triumphs were at the 

widest departure from the ideas and methods of those masters. ' The 

Romans of the Decadence,' iioNv in the Luxembourg, was perhaps the 

earliest of his most famous works. Mr. John Taylor Johnston's collec 

tion contained a head of a wvoman by him. In the Boston Art Museum, 

one of his studies, entitled 'Two Volunteers of the French Revolution,' 

is very often copied by students. Mr. William T. Walters, of Balti 

more, owns one of his figure-pieces-a man seated near a harp hung 

wvith a laurel-wreath. The Albert Spencer collection, recently sold in 

New York, contained a thoughtful, low-toned figure, called 'Coming 

from the Fields.' Couture wvas a profound colourist, and a foe to con 

ventionalism. Some years ago he printed a book uncder the title of 

"Entretiens d'Atelier," wvhich achieved considerable distinction as a 

presentation of the principles of Art. Several well-known American 

artists, notably Mr. Daniel Hunitinigton, Mr. Thomas Hicks, Mr. Wil 

liam M. Hunt, and Mlr. E. W. Perry, were pupils of his. To the author 

of " American Painters" Mr. Huntington described Couture's methods 

of work as followvs: " After making the outline of his picture in char 

coal, oil, and turpentine, Couture rtubbed over the canvas a transparent 

warm tint of a deep-toned salmon-colour. Next, with another warm 

tint, he deepened the strongest shadows of the sk-etch, developing the 

light and shade. Next, he painted with a neutral grey, inclining to 

green, tlle masses of shadow in the flesh, and into that neutral grey 

dragged some bloody tints, giving a fleslhy illumination. Where the 

masses of light in the flesh wvere to be he first painted in a lower tone, 

rather negative and grey, and over that spread or dragged some very 

solid colour, wvarm and rich. The under-painting in each case shone 

through in little specks, giving sparkle and life to the surface, and the 

whole treatment was as easy as it was masterly. 

"ARTISTS OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY AND THEIR WORKS," by 

Clara Erskine Clement and Laurence Hutton, is a handbook of bio 

graphical sketches of American and European artists of the present cen 

tury, numbering in all 2,050 names. This work is really, as it is de 

scribed, " a perfect cyclopoedia of information concerning the lives, 

styles, schools, and works" of artists of the period it purports to cover. 

Including so many subjects," says the prospectus, " it cannot witliin 

the limits of two volumes discuss artists and schools of Art exhaustively 

indeed, such discussion is not the object of the work, but to embrace in 

convenient compass suclh personal, characteristic, and artistic facts re 

garding artists of the century as will make the wvork indispensable for 

reference, and a great convenience for artists and Art-lovers and stu 

dents. Critical estimates from competent authorities, and full indexes, 

add largely to the value and practical utility of the wvork." Such ex 

amination of the Nvork as we have been enabled to give it assures us 

that the taslc undertaken by Mrs. Clement and Mr. Hutton has been 

performed with great care, diligence, and success. The publislhers are 

Houghton, Osgood and Co., of Boston. 
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